bC india2013

Built on technical expertise
What are you exhibiting at the
exhibition?
◗ The company is going to showcase the
following products:
◗ Auto stir up bender (KRB)
◗ Bending Machine B52
◗ Radius Bending Machine RB 36
◗ Shearing Machine C52
◗ Stirrup Bending Machine SB28
◗ De-coiling Machine
◗ Shearing Line
◗ Passenger Hoist
What is the purpose of taking part in
the exhibition? And, what are your
expectations?
bC India has always been an excellent
international platform to showcase Jaypee
products. Jaypee hopes that this year, the
experience also turns out well. However,
the event is not exactly a selling platform
for the company. It’s more important for
brand promotion and marketing.
Any new products launches at
bcIndia 2013.
Jaypee is all set to launch the brand new
Vibratory Roller – VR 6500 – and
Passenger and Material Hoist.

Clockwise from top: Passenger hoist; Bar shearing C42; Bar bending B52; Roller
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aypee India Limited, the largest
manufacturer and exporter of
JAYMAC range of rebar solutions, reinforcing bar bending and cutting equipment in India, has, since its
inception in 1982, constantly upgraded
its portfolio with diverse offerings,
challenging projects and impressive
clients.
Their reputation is built on technical expertise, professional approach
and commercial integrity. With a dedi-

cated team of dynamic, qualified professionals, they provide optimal engineering solutions meeting client
requirements. They are reputed for
building long term, successful partnerships with their clients based on mutual trust and respect.
With manufacturing facilities in
Howrah, Kolkata, and in Taloja, Navi
Mumbai, today, the Company is counted as the renowned manufacturer,
exporter and importer of wide range of

construction machinery and allied
products. Their range of products in
Rebar processing equipments are Bar
Bending Machines, Bar Shearing
Machines, Bar De-coiling and
Straightening Machine, Scrap Bar
Straightening Machine, Portable
Cutting Machine, Radius Bending
Machine, Manual Stirrup Bending
Machine, Spiral Bender. Besides,
Batch Mix Plant, Concrete Mixer, Mini
Dumper, Vibratory Roller, Tower
Crane, Passenger Hoist, suspended
platform hoist, etc., include their product range in Concrete processing and
Material handling equipment.
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